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Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let K be the total quotient 
ring of R. By an overrring of R we mean any ring between R and k’. If R’ is 
an overring of R, then it is desirable to be able to relate the ideal structure 
of R’ to that of R. That this is possible when R’ is a quotient ring of R is 
well-known. More generally, Richman in [9] for integral domains and 
Akiba in [l] for arbitrary commutative rings have shown that theorems 
analogous to the classical one for quotient rings can also be proven when the 
overring in question is flat as a module over the base ring R. Another type of 
overring of R whose ideal structure can be related to that of R is the ideal 
transform of R, first studied by Nagata in his series of papers on the fourteenth 
problem of Hilbert. Flat overrings and ideal transforms are special cases 
of the following type of overring introduced by Heinzer, Ohm, and Pendleton 
in [5], but implicit in a paper of Krull [6]. Let Y be a multiplicatively 
closed collection of ideals of R and set R, = {f E K 1 .$A CR for some 
A ~9). Then R, is an overring of R called the 9-transform of R. The 
purpose of this paper is to unify the results on flat overrings and ideal trans- 
forms by studying the ideal structure of Y-transforms. It is shown in 
Section 1 that the known results on the ideal structure of flat overrings and 
ideal transforms are corollaries to theorems on Y-transforms. Moreover, we 
also present in Section 1 an example of an integral domain D and an Y-trans- 
form of D which is neither an ideal transform of D nor a flat overring of D. 
In Section 2 we study Y-transforms of the so-called “domains of finite 
character”. In the process we show that an Y-transform of a UFD is a UFD. 
Our terminology is essentially that of [2] except that all rings will be 
assumed to contain an identity element 1. 
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1. THE IDEAL THEORY OF S@-TRANSFORMS 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let K be the total quotient 
ring of R. If  9 is a multiplicatively closed collection of ideals of R, then 
Ii9 = (5 E K / &4 C R for some A E Ysp) is an overring of R which we shall 
call the Y-transform of R or a generalized transform of R. Y-transforms have 
been studied by Heinzer, Ohm, and Pendleton in [S] and by Heinzer in [4]4l.L 
Examples are easy to obtain. If  A is an ideal of R, then the ideal transform 
of A, denoted T(iZ), is the Y-transform R, , where Y = (A?:FS;=, , I f  S is a 
multiplicative system in R consisting entirely of regular elements of R, then 
R,=RY> where 9’ = (sR / s E 5’). In this section we investigate the ideal 
structure of generalized transforms. We use the following terminology. 
If  Y is a multiplicatively closed collection of ideals of R, then we shall call Y 
a generalized multiplicative system of R. If  A is an ideal of R and if -9 is 
a generalized multiplicative system of R, then we shall denote by -qy the 
set AS = {( E K / [B C A for some B E Yj. It is easy to see that A, is an 
ideal of R, and that AS 2 2qRY . 
Let P be a prime ideal of R. Then Griffin in [3] has introduced the notion 
of the “large quotient ring of R with respect to P”, denoted by RIP1 . 
&I = (6 E K j Es E R for some s E R -- P} and is therefore a special kind 
of Y-transform. In case R is an integral domain, Rtpt = R, . 
Equipped with this terminology, we state the principal result of this section. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 9 be a generalized multiplicative system i?z R alzd denote 
by PI the set of all prime ideals P of R such that P $ A for each A E 9’ and by 
S2 the set of all prime ideals P’ of R9 such that P’ 2 AR, for each A E Y. 
(1) Let P E PI with Q a P-primayy ideal of R. Then P, is a prime 
ideal in R,Y , QY n R = Q, and QY 2 AR,for each .A E .Y. 
(2) If  P’ E F2 with Q’ a P’-primary ideal of R,? , then Q,’ = (Q’ n R)y 
alzd Q’ n R PA4 for each A E 9. 
(3) P -+ P, is a one-one mapping from .FI onto .E2 . 
(4) For P E FI , R[,] = (RS)[+ . 
Proof. (1) Let tltZ E P, , E1 $ P, . Then there exists l? G Sp such 
that er,S,B C P. For i = 1,2, there exists Bi E Y such that fiB, C R. Thus, 
(~,B,)(S,B,B) =I (S‘&B)B,B, 2 P and t,B, $ P since & $ PY. But C,B, and 
f&B are ideals of R and since P is prime in R, it follows that &.E,B C P. 
Therefore, lZ E P, and P9 is prime in R, . 
1 Heinzer, Ohm, and Pendleton define the Y-transform Gth respect to a nulti- 
plicatively closed collection 9’ of subsets of R. It is easy to see that the two notions 
are equivalent. 
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Clearly, Q CQR, n R -C,Q9 n R. If there exists x E (Q, n R) - Q, then 
there exists B E Y such that xB _C Q. It follows that (x)B _C ,Q. Since (x) $ Q, 
P-primary, B _C P. Since P E Sl , (Qs n R) C Q. 
If  there exists A E Y such that Q, > AR,, then P 2 Q = ,QY n R >_ 
AR, n R 1 A. Since P E Sl , Q, 3 AR, for each A E 9. 
(2) Let 5 E (Q’ n R)9 - Q’. Then there exists BE .9’ such that 
(B _C Q’ n R C Q’. Therefore, ([)BR, _C Q’, P’-primary. (E) & Q’ implies 
that BR, c P’. Since P’ E Za , this cannot happen. Therefore, (Q’ n R), C Q’. 
I f  f  E Q2’, then there exists B E Y such that (B C R. fB _C ,Q’ n R and hence 
tQQ'nR),. 
I f  there exists A E Y such that Q’ n R 3 A, then P’ > Q’ > AR,. Since 
P’ E SL , 110 such ,4 exists. 
(3) That P -+ P, and P’ -+ P’ n R are inverses of one another follows 
immediately from (1) and (2). 
(4) If  f  E Rcpl, then there exists s E R - P such that 6~ E R. Then 
SER~-P~, for if SEP~, then s E PY n R = P. Therefore, & E RS 
and .$ E (RY)rPgp] . I f  t E (Rg)[p9~, then there exists x E R, - P9 such 
that &v E R, . Hence, we can find B, , Bz E Y such that (&c)B, C R and 
xB, C R. B,B, E Y and P E 9: imply that there exists b E B,B, - P. There- 
for, since &BIB, C R, ([xb] E R. x1 $ P, and b $ PY imply that xb 6 Pp. Since 
xB, S R, xb E R - P. Therefore, (RY)[PY~ C Rfpl. 
Nagata proved in [8] that if D is an integral domain and if A is an ideal 
of D, then for any ring D’ between D and T(A), P’ --t P’ n D is a one-one 
mapping from the set of all prime ideals P’ of D’ not containing AD’ onto the 
set of all prime ideals of D not containing A. Furthermore, Dk, = D,T,~ . 
Theorem 1.1 could have been stated for rings R’ between R and R, with the 
correspondence being P + Psp n Ii’. This would have unnecessarily 
complicated matters. However, stated in that way, it represents the generaliza- 
tion of Nagata’s theorem to commutative rings. 
In the following theorem, the notation is that of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.2. If  P E Sl , then Q ---f QY is a one-one correspondence 
between the set of P-primary ideals of R and the set of P&rimanary ideals of Ry 
provided any of the following conditions hold: 
(1) Each ideal in Y is$nite& generated. 
(2) h’ach P-primary ideal of R contains a power of P. 
(3) For each ideal A E Y, AR, = RY . 
(4) P is maximal in R. 
Proof. Let Q be a P-primary ideal of R, P E 9r . It suffices to show that 
QY is PY-primary when any of the above conditions is satisfied. Thus, 
let t1 , 52 E R, be such that [rEz E QY but t1 6 QY . Then there exist ideals 
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B, , B, E Y such that ecBi C R, i = 1, 2. Since [it, EQ~ me have 
&&BIB, = (&B,)(&B,) C 0, n R = Q; but t,B, $ Q. Thus, EeB, C P 
since Q is P-primary and c,B, , t,B, are ideals of R. By definition of Py we 
now have E, E P9 . 
Now let 5 E P, . We wish to show the existence of a positive integer II such 
that p E Q, . Let B E Y be such that [B C P. I f  (1) holds, then ,$B is 
finitely generated since B is, so there exists a positive integer n such that 
(5B)” = FB” _C Q. If (2) holds and P” C Q, then ((B)” C Q~ In either case, 
we have PB” c Q? B” E 9, so that 6” E Qs . I f  (3) holds, then BR, = R, 
so there exist elements El ,..., E, E R, , b, ,..., b,,Z E B such that 1 = xz!, tibi . 
Then 4 = Cz, ti(&) and since fbi E P for each i, there exists a positive 
interger lzi such that ([bi)‘)l” E Q. It follows that we can find a positive integer n 
such that t” E QR, C 0, . Now suppose that (4) holds and that P’ is a 
proper prime ideal of R, such that P’S y.&. Then P’ n R 2 P and P is 
maximal, so P’ n R = P. It follows that P’ E ZZ and P’ = {P’ n R)Y := P, ~ 
Therefore, if any of the conditions (l)-(4) is satisfied, Q,F is PY-primary. 
In case S is a multiplicative system in R consisting entirely of regular 
elements, then R, = R, where Y = {sR 1 s E S>. Thus, each element of Y 
is principal and Theorem 1.2 applies, yielding the classical correspondence 
between primary ideals of R not meeting S and all primary ideal of R, . 
It is well-known that if R’ is an overring of R which is also a quotient 
ring of R, then R’ is flat as an R-module. This fact led Richman [9] to dub as 
“generalized quotient rings” those overrings of an integral domain D which 
are flat as D-modules. In [9] Richman gives many characterizations of, and 
proves several facts about, flat overrings of an integral domain. Akiba in [l] 
generalized much of Richman’s work to arbitrary commutative rings. In 
particular, Akiba proved that an overring R’ of R is flat if and only if for each 
5 c R’, ,q,R’ = R’, where A, is the ideal of R given by A, = (T E R ! Y[ E R). 
Using this fact we can characterize flat overrings in terms of Y-transforms, 
THEOREM 1.3. If R’ ’ zs an oaewing of R, then the follozvi~lg are equizjaler-zt: 
(1) R’ isflat over R. 
(2) There exists a generalized mztltiplicati~ze system .ip 51 R such that 
R’ = R, rind AR’ = R’ for each A E 9’. 
(3) For each proper pime ideal P’ of R’, RLprl = Rc~,,,~I . 
Proof- (1) => (2): Let F = {P / P is a prime ideal of R and PR’ C R’S 
and set Y = (A ( A is an ideal of R, A g P for any P E 9). I f  B is any ideal 
of R such that BR’ C R’, then there exists a proper prime ideal P’ of R’ such 
that BR’ c P’. B c P’ n R so that BR’ L (P’ n R)R’ C P’, i.e., B 6 9. 
Therefore, if A E Y, AR’ = R’. We now show that R’ = R, . Thus, let 
E E RY and suppose that A E .Y is such that fd C R. Since AR’ = Ii’, there 
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exist elements t1 ,..., 5, E R’, a, ,.... a, E A such that 1 = xy=, &‘ini . Then 
f = xy=, Ei(Eai) and since &za( E R for each i, 1 < i < n, we have that 
6 E RR’ = R’ so that R, _C R’. Now let 6 E R’. Since R’ is flat, k&R’ = R’ 
and it follows that A, g P for any P E F, i.e., A, E 9. But SAP C Ii, so 
SER27, and it follows that F = R, . 
That (2) implies (3) f 11 o ows immediately from Theorem 1.1 and for a 
proof that (3) implies (I), see [3, Proposition IO]. 
Richman showed that the domains D with the property that each overring of 
D is flat are precisely the Priifer domains. This is a satisfactory characteri- 
zation; however, we are able to strengthen it somewhat. We require some 
additional terminology. 
Let RI be an overring of the ring R with the property that there exists 
a generalized multiplicative system Y of R, consisting entirely of invertible 
ideals of R, such that RI = R, . In this case, we shall say that R, is an 
invertible generalized transform of R. Our next result gives necessary and 
sufficient conditions on an intersection DI of localizations of a domain D in 
order that D, be an invertible generalized transform. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let D, = nO Dp, be an i?ztersection of Zocalixations of D. 
Then D, is an invertiblegeneralized transform of D if and only $for each f E D, , 
there exists an invertible ideal A of D such that A _C 8, and A g P, for each 01. 
Proof. Let Y’ = {all ideals ,4 of D such that 4 $ P, for each EZ] and let 
Y be the subset of Y’ consisting of all the invertible ideals belonging to Y’. 
Then D, = D,, > D, since Sp’ > Y. If 5‘ ED, , then by hypothesis there 
exists 4 E Y such that A _C A, . Therefore, 5 E T(A,) _C T(A) _C D, . 
For the proof of the converse, assume that D, is an invertible generalized 
transform-say that D, = D, . If 6 E D, , then there exists an invertible 
ideal A E Y such that &4 C D. Thus, A C A, . If PO E (P,}, then 
PODpa n D, = POD,, n Dy 
is a prime ideal of D, . If Ps > A, then 
D9 = AD, _C P,D,y _C PBDpB n D,y C D9. 
Therefore, PO 2 A, and the result follows. 
Using Lemma 1.4 and Lemma 1 of [9] we obtain 
THEOREM 1.5. The following are equivalent in the integral domain D: 
(a) D is a Prtifer domain. 
(b) Each over&g of D is an invertible generalized transform of D. 
(c) Each valuation overring of D is an invertible generalized transform 
ofD. 
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PYOO~. (a) $ (b): If D’ is an overring of D, then D’ = na: D9= for some 
collection {PJ of prime ideals of D. If 5 E K and if P is a prime ideal of D, 
then [ E D, if and only if A, $ P. Therefore, for each f E D’, A, a P, for 
each 01 and -4; is invertible for each E E K [2, p. 3141. Apply Lemma 1.4. 
(b) + (c): Trivial. 
(c) =)- (a): If P is a prime ideal of D, then there exists a valuation overring 
V of D such that V has center P on D. If M denotes the maximal ideal of I/, 
then, by Theorem 1.3, Y = l/,, = D, . 
Theorem 1.5 would merely be a restatement of Richman’s characterization 
if each flat overring of a domain D were also an invertible generalized trans- 
form of D. That this is not the case follows from an example due to Akiba. 
In [l] Akiba has shown that there exists a local domain D and a flat overring D’ 
of D such that D’ 1 D and such that no nonunit of D is a unit in D’. In this 
case, if D’ were an invertible generalized transform of D, say D’ = D, i 
then since Y consists entirely of invertible ideals and since D is local, 9 
consists entirely of principal ideals [2, p. 711. Therefore, D’ would be a 
proper quotient ring of D and, consequently, would contain the inverses of 
elements of D which were not units of D. It follows that .D’ is flat over D but 
that D’ is not an invertible generalized transform of D. 
Let D c D, 6 D, be integral domains having the same quotient field. It is 
true that if D, is flat over D and if D, is flat over D, , then D, is flat over D. 
The analogous result is easily seen to be true for quotient rings. That 
transitivity also holds for generalized transforms is a consequence of the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let Yl be a generalized multiplicative system of R and let 
Sp be a gerleralized multiplicative system of Ryl. Then (RSPl)yOp is a generalized 
transform of R. 
Proof. Let 9 = ((uA,),~~ j G! is a set of generators for some A‘ E Y, 
and A a E .Yr is such that 0(_4, C R), where (cxA,),~~ denotes the ideal of .R 
generated by {cEA&~~. To see that Y is closed under multiplication: let 
Fl = k4L~ and F2 = @f&~ be elements of 9, where GE! and .B are 
generating sets for the ideals A’ and B’, respectively, A’, B’ E YZ , and set 
F3 = (&3AaAB)OIECn,BEB . Since (olfl}UEcI,BEB generates C’ := A’B’, it follows 
that 8’s is in Y. Further, 
is a generating set for both F3 and F,F, , so that F,F, = F3. Thus, 9’ is a 
generalized multiplicative system in R. 
If [E-R,, then [(cxA&~ c R for some (oIA),),~~ G 9. Consequently, 
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for each 01 E fl, (~4, Z R, where A, E y1 by definition of 9, i.e., [a E R, 
for each LY E G?. But oi! is a generating set for some ideal a’ E y2 , so it follow: 
that &4’ _C R, . Hence, 5 E (RY b2 and we have R, C (Ii9 )sp . To show 
the reverse cintainment, let 6; (R, )9, and let A’ E y2 1 be2 such that 
.$A'_Cli,,. For a E A’ let A, , B, E y11be2such that 01;;2, C R and && C R. 
Then (olrl,B,),,,, E Y and &a9 a B ) oia.A’ CR. Thus, f E R9 and (R9,Py1 C R,. 
Therefore, the equality holds, and the proof is complete. 
In this same vein it is well-known that if D C D, _C D, and if D, is a quotient 
ring of D, then D, is a quotient ring of D, . This is also true in case D, is 
flat over D, for then D, is flat over D, . But Heinzer in [4] has shown that even 
when D, is a localization of D, it need not be true that if D, is a generalized 
transform of D, then D, is a generalized transform of D, . 
We conclude this section by showing that the concept of a generalized 
transform is really a more general one than either that of an ideal transform 
or that of a flat overring. In particular, we exhibit an integral domain R and a 
generalized transform R, of R such that R, is neither an ideal transform of R 
nor a flat overring of R. Thus, let K,, C K be fields with K/K,, a proper finite 
algebraic field extension. Let X, Y be indeterminates over K and set 
S = K[X, Y], R = {f~ S jf(O, 0)~ K,}, MI = (f~ S If(O,O) = 01, and 
M2 = (f E R ( f(0, 0) = 0). Let N = R - AT2 and let 9 be the generalized 
multiplicative system of R generated by {M~~Z}~Z’=l and the elements of N. 
If N1 and N2 are the maximal ideals of S,, and RAfz , respectively, then 
S&ll = K + 4 and RM2 = K,, + N, . Furthir, since R and Shave the same 
quotient field, it is straightforward to see that N1 = N2 . Clearly, SAfl C R, . 
If T(IV,) denotes the ideal transform of S&f1 with respect to N1 and T(N,) the 
ideal transform of RN, with respect to N2 , we have RF C T(NJ 2 
T(N,) = Safl . Thus, k9 = SAfl . By Theorem 1.3, SM1 is not a flat 
R-module since (S,,,rJN1 = SAfl # Rhfs = RN1,, . Finally, R, is not an ideal 
transform of R, for if T(A) is any ideal transform of R (distinct from the 
quotient field) and if a E A - {O}, then T(A) C T((a)) = R[l/u]. However, 
SM1 is not contained in S[l/a] for any a E S and since R C S, this also holds 
for R[l/a]." 
2. DOMAINS OF FINITE CHARACTER 
Let D be an integral domain with quotient field K. If there exists a collection 
(VJ of valuation overrings of D with the following two properties: 
(9 D = fL K, 
(ii) Each nonzero element x E D is a nonunit in only finitely many VW’s, 
2 This example mts suggested to the authors by Heinzer. 
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then we say that D is a domain of finite character and that (VW) is a &$ziq 
family for D. Any Krull d omain is a domain of finite character. Marot has 
shown in [7] that if D, is a completely integrally closed overring of a Krull 
domain D which is also a flat D-module, then D, is a Krull domain. Further- 
more, Marot shows that a flat overring of UFD must be a UFD. In this 
section we study Y-transforms of domains of finite character, generalizing 
the results of Marot and extending the well-known theorem of Nagata which 
says that an ideal-transform of Krull domain is a Krull domain. 
We begin with the following easy, yet basic, lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let D be a domain of jinite character with (VJael a de$ning 
family for D. If Y is a generalized multiplicative system of D, thmt for a: E 1, 
set yw = VV,L9 . Then D, is a domain of jinite character with de&kg 
family (( VAjYayl,). 
Proof. For each 01 E I, CYZ is multiplicatively closed. Let x E D, . Then 
there exists _q E Y such that XA C D. For 01 E 1, xZ41Ta C V* and since 
A I’& E Yti ~ x E ( VJYz . Thus, x E nuel ( V,)9m . If  x E naer f  QYe , then 
x E V, for all but a finite number of oi’s, say, h: $ Va1 )..., Vea. To see this, 
notice that s = Y/Z for y, z E D, _ 7- v  4 0. But z is a unit in ail but a finite 
number of YE’s. Now, for 1 < i < n, there exists Ai E .L” such that 
XAiV,~. 2 ve. . Setting -4 = A,/!, ... 
ncAVm.“L xa:v~~i . 
9, we have that for 1 < i < 12: 
Therefore, m’il C naeI (xAVJ Cs five1 V, = D. Since 
A E 9, x E D9 and it follows that D, = nael ( VcjYti . 
I f  x E D, , x + 0, then x is a unit in all but a finite number of Vu’s and: 
a foytiori, in all but a finite number of ( V~)s~‘s. That each ( I’a)Pp, is a v&ation 
ring is clear. 
Lemma 2.1 shows also that an -Y-transform of a domain of finite real 
character is a domain of finite real character and that an Y-transform of a 
domain of Krull type is a domain of Krull type.3 The analogous statements for 
quotient rings are known to be true [2, p. 5051. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let D be a Krull domain with (Pa}uEI the collection of all 
minimal prime ideals of D. If  9’ is a generalized multiplicative system of D, tken 
D, is a K&l domain with dejking family {DP,)asis , where 01 E I’ ; f  and only ;f  
P, $ A for each A E 9. 
PYOO)‘. By Lemma 2.1, D, is a Krull domain whose defining family is 
.F = {(Dp,)9a} where Ym = {ADP,fAEY . If  P, 2 A for each 9 E PsF, then by 
3 A domain D is said to be a domain of finite veal character provided there exists 
a defining family 9 for D such that each member of .F is of rank one. A domain D is 
said to be a domain of Km11 type, provided there exists a defining fanlily 9 for D such 
that each member of 9 is essential. 
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Theorem 1.1, Dp, = (D9)(paj5p , and consequently Dp , being an essential 
valuation overring of the Krull domain D9, belongs t; the defining family 
of D,. If P, 2 3 for some BE Y, then Po,Dp, 2 BD, E Ya. Hence, 
(DpJ9= 2 T(BDpm) > T(P,D,J, and T(P,D,a) = K, since D,* is rank one 
discrete. Thus, (DpJga = K, and (Dpa)ym does not belong to the defining 
family for D, . 
In [S, p. 591 Nagata shows that if D is a Krull domain with defining family 
(Dpo,}, where P, ranges over all minimal prime ideals of D, and if A is an 
ideal of D, then T(A) = r)= Dp, , where P, ranges over all minimal primes 
of D which do not contain A. Theorem 2.2 is the natural generalization of 
Nagata’s result. 
It can be seen from Theorem 2.2 that an Y-transform of a UFD is a UFD. 
In fact, our final result shows that an Y-transform of a UFD is a quotient ring. 
THEOREM 2.3. If D is a UFD, tlze?t any Y-transform of D is a quotient 
ring of D. In particular, any Y-transform of D is a UFD. 
Proof. Set S = {c ED j (c) I A for some A E Y”>. S is a multiplicative 
system in D and if c E S, then there exists A E Y such that (c) > A. Therefore, 
(l/c)A C D. It follows that D, C D, . If b/c ED, , then since D is a UFD, 
we may assume that b and c are relatively prime. There exists A E Y such 
that (b/c)A _C D. For a E A, we have that ba = cd for some d E D. Since 
b and c are relatively prime, a E (c). Therefore, A C (c), c E S and b/c E D, . 
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